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Haptic Object Localization in the Vibrissal System: Behavior
and Performance

Per Magne Knutsen, Maciej Pietr, and Ehud Ahissar
Department of Neurobiology, The Weizmann Institute of Science, 76100 Rehovot, Israel

Using their large mystacial vibrissas, rats perform a variety of tasks, including localization and identification of objects. We report on the
discriminatory thresholds and behavior of rats trained in a horizontal object localization task. Using an adaptive training procedure, rats
learned to discriminate offsets in horizontal (anteroposterior) location with all, one row, or one arc of whiskers intact, but not when only
a single whisker (C2) was intact on each cheek. However, rats initially trained with multiple whiskers typically improved when retested
later with a single whisker intact. Individual rats reached localization thresholds as low as 0.24 mm (�1°). Among the tested groups,
localization acuity was finest (�1.5 mm) with rats that were initially trained with all whiskers and then trimmed to one arc of whiskers
intact. Horizontal acuity was finer than the typical inter-vibrissal spacing (�4.8 mm at contact points). Performance correlated with the
net whisking spectral power in the range of 5–25 Hz but not in nonwhisking range of 30 –50 Hz. Lesioning the facial motor nerves reduced
performance to chance level. We conclude that horizontal object localization in the rat vibrissal system can reach hyperacuity level and is
an active sensing process: whisker movements are both required and beneficiary, in a graded manner, for making accurate positional
judgments.
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Introduction
The array of mystacial vibrissas (whiskers) is an important tactile
sensory apparatus in many mammals. Rats can use their whiskers
to discriminate textures (Vincent, 1912; Guic-Robles et al., 1989;
Carvell and Simons, 1990), localize objects (Brecht et al., 1997;
Harvey et al., 2001), judge distances (Jenkinson and Glickstein,
2000), discriminate widths of apertures (Krupa et al., 2001;
Shuler et al., 2002), and discriminate surface orientations (Polley
et al., 2005). The mystacial pad of some rodents contains muscu-
lature specialized for controlling whisker movement (Dorfl,
1982; Wineski, 1985; Berg and Kleinfeld, 2003a), which allows the
whiskers to protract and retract along the posteroanterior axis
(Wineski, 1983; Bermejo et al., 1998; Sachdev et al., 2002). Vari-
ations in whisking amplitudes (�70°) and frequencies (5–25 Hz)
have led observers to suggest that whisking kinematics is tuned to
task requirements (Wineski, 1983; Carvell and Simons, 1990;
Harvey et al., 2001; Berg and Kleinfeld, 2003a; Sachdev et al.,
2003). However, Krupa et al. (2001) found that whisking is not
required to localize objects along the radial dimension (from the

cheek and outwards); performance in such a task depends on the
number (but not the identity) of intact whiskers. Thus, the addi-
tional temporal information about contacted objects and sur-
faces conveyed by the kinematics of a moving sensory array does
not appear beneficiary in all tasks, and the exact behavioral rele-
vance of whisking kinematics remains elusive.

Across modalities, sensor movements can improve perfor-
mance in spatial tasks. Fixational eye movements are important
for visual processes (Kelly, 1979; Tulunay-Keesey and VerHoeve,
1987; Rucci and Desbordes, 2003), head movements may assist in
sound localization (Wallach, 1940; Perret and Noble, 1997;
Wightman and Kistler, 1999), and hand movements improve
tactile performance (Lamb, 1983; Gamzu and Ahissar, 2001).
Movements of eyes and hands move stimuli across sensory recep-
tors, thus enriching sensation with information unavailable when
stimuli are fixed in place on the eye or hand (Ahissar and Arieli,
2001). Similarly, whisker movements enrich the tactile world
perceived by the rat. For instance, during some texture discrim-
ination tasks, rats appear to sweep their whiskers across textured
surfaces at velocities that optimize encoding by cutaneous recep-
tors (Carvell and Simons, 1990).

Here, we investigated the role of whisker movements during
localization of objects along the horizontal (posteroanterior)
axis. We showed that rats actively move their whiskers during
localization and found that whisking is indeed required and ben-
eficiary, in a graded manner, for accurate horizontal localization.
Discrimination in our task occurred in a brief temporal window
(400 – 600 ms, approximately four contacting whisks), and per-
formance thresholds extended down to approximately 1⁄10 of the
typical inter-vibrissal spacing. Our behavioral results show that
horizontal object localization in the rat vibrissal system is an
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active process, which is tuned to the avail-
able sensory array, and that it can be im-
proved to a hyperacuity level by selective
sensory deprivation.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Thirty-four male albino rats (Wistar)
were trained in a two-alternative forced-choice
task to discriminate the relative horizontal off-
set of two vertical poles. Training commenced
at the age of 7 weeks. Rats were housed two in a
cage on a 12 h light/dark cycle. Individual train-
ing sessions (45 min) commenced in the early
evening, coinciding with an endogenous rise in
exploratory activity, and were repeated two or
three times a week. Water was withheld for
20 –24 h before each training session. Fruit juice
(mango-flavored) was given as reward during
training, and unlimited water was available
throughout the following 20 –24 h. Solid food
was available ad libitum, except during training.

Rats were initially trained with different sets
of whiskers intact. One group initially had all
whiskers intact, and other groups had an arc, a
row, or a single pair of whiskers intact (arc 2,
row C, and C2, respectively) on both cheeks.
For some groups, the configuration of intact
whiskers was changed as the behavioral testing progressed. For example,
rats with initially all whiskers intact (the ALL group), later had some of
their whiskers clipped and were retested with a single whisker intact on
each cheek (ALL-C2). Testing conditions are shown in Table 1. When
whiskers were clipped, they were clipped as close as possible to the skin
(�1 mm) during brief (5–10 min) isoflurane anesthesia; this procedure
was repeated three times each week. Animal maintenance and all exper-
imental procedures were conducted in accordance with National Insti-
tutes of Health and The Weizmann Institute of Science guidelines.

Behavioral apparatus. Rats were trained and tested in a 25 � 40 cm
behavioral box (Fig. 1). The box had three openings, one on each long
side and one in the front. The openings on the sides provided access to
drinking wells where the reward was presented. Attempts to retrieve
rewards from the wells were detected by an infrared beam (E24-01 Op-
tical Lickometer; Coulbourn Instruments, Allentown, PA). Solenoid
pinch valves (360P012-42; NResearch, West Caldwell, NJ) ensured accu-
rate control of aliquot sizes. The opening at the front of the box provided
access to an area where discriminanda were presented during trials.

Movements through each opening were detected by an infrared beam.
Access to all openings was controlled by movable doors (HS-300; Hitec,
Poway, CA). Only the head of the rat could go through the front opening.
In the discrimination area, there were four objects that were within reach
of the rat. A flat piece of Perspex (1 cm wide � 10 cm long) was attached
to the outside wall of the behavioral box and prevented downward head
movements. A circular (1 cm diameter) nose poke, connected to a touch-
sensitive capacitance switch (F53N; David Johnson & Associates, Thorn-
ton, CO) was located 8 cm from the box. A movable, vertical metal pole
(2.8 mm diameter) was located on either side of the nose poke and was
attached to a linear motor with micrometer resolution (Abiry, Tel Aviv,
Israel). Two infrared (880 nm) light-emitting diode (LED) spotlights
(F54845; Edmund Industrial Optics, Barrington, NJ), which were located
10 –15 cm above the nose poke, produced visible reflections in the eyes of
the rat, thus facilitating tracking of head movements. A high-speed cam-
era [500 frames per second (fps)] was placed �50 cm above the discrim-
ination area (MotionScope PCI; Redlake, San Diego, CA), and an addi-
tional infrared sensitive CCD camera (55-701; Edmund Industrial
Optics) was also positioned above the behavioral box. A backlight, made

Table 1. Experimental groups and learning trends

Intact whiskers Ratsa Sessionsb S-80c Rpre/Rpost
d Ppre

e SDpre/SDpost
f

ALL 8 (4) 11 � 7 3.7 � 1.4 �0.89/�0.39 �0.01 33/20
ALL – C2 4 15 � 8 2.8 � 1.0 �0.89/0.36 �0.01 34/21
ALL – ARC 4 8 � 1 3.0 � 0.8 �0.98/0.16 �0.001 26/12
ALL – ARC – C2 3 11 � 2 1.7 � 0.6 �/0 36/24
ROW 6 (0) 11 � 5 2.5 � 1.0 �0.94/�0.35 �0.01 26/21
ROW – C2 3 11 � 4 2.3 � 1.5 �0.23/0.05 NS 21/20
ROW – C2 – NONE 2 9 � 0 6.5 � 0.7 0.39/0.96 NS 24/26
ARC 6 (1) 14 � 6 4.2 � 1.0 �0.83/�0.28 �0.01 27/22
ARC – C2 3 12 � 6 3.3 � 3.2 �0.45/�0.22 NS 19/23
ARC/ROW – FNg 3 8 � 1 1 � 0 �/�0.15 �/27
C2 6 (3) 13 � 8 5.8 � 4.7 �0.78/�0.15 �0.05 27/25
ALL (NAIVE) 3 6 � 3
aRats successfully (unsuccessfully) trained in each condition.
bNumber of training sessions (mean � SD; not including preceding conditions).
cSession number in which performance threshold reached �80% of best performance. For each rat, thresholds of successive training sessions were normalized to the best performance (mean � SD).
dRegressions of threshold and session number before (pre) and after (post) the S-80 session (mean � SD). Not estimated when S-80 was �2.
eProbabilities that Rpre was generated without improvement in performance. None of the Rpost regressions were significant.
fVariability of performance percentage of a rat’s best performance for sessions before (pre) and after (post) the S-80 session (mean � SD).
gFacial nerve-lesioned rats.

Figure 1. Behavioral apparatus. A, Configuration of the behavioral box and its components. The horizontal locations of the
poles (distance from the wall of the box) were changed between trials. B, Objects in the discrimination area as they appear in video
frames. C, The mystacial pad area of the rat, with row C and arc 2 indicated.
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from a 10 � 10 array of infrared (940 nm) LEDs (L940-04AU; Epitex,
Kyoto, Japan), was placed �10 cm below the discrimination area, which
improved visualization of the whiskers. Behavioral training sessions were
entirely computer controlled, and all events (crossing of infrared beams,
control of valves and motors, and video capture) were logged with mil-
lisecond resolution.

Behavioral training. Training, which was preceded by 1 d of acclimati-
zation, consisted of two phases: procedural and discriminative. During
procedural training, rats acquired associations between the reward, its
location, and actions that triggered its availability. At the end of proce-
dural training, and throughout discriminative training, a rat voluntarily
placed its head within the discrimination area and contacted the nose-
poke touch sensor in return for reward. After touching the nose poke, the
rat voluntarily withdrew from the discrimination area and approached
one of the two reward wells. If the rat made a correct association between
the reward location and the positions of the poles, it was rewarded with
fruit juice. If incorrect, no reward was given. After a variable delay (20 –30
s), this trial procedure was repeated. Our training protocol was adapted
and modified from that of Krupa et al. (2001).

Procedural training. Initial training sessions involved learning of the
task procedure without the vertical poles being presented. Procedural
training consisted of four stages. In the first stage, the two wells on either
side of the box were associated with reward. The front door was kept
closed and both side doors were open. When the rat approached any well,
a 70 �l aliquot of reward was presented. In the second stage, which
commenced once the rat consistently approached both wells, a reward
was presented on either the left or right side. After the reward was re-
trieved, a tone (1.5 kHz) sounded and the doors in front of both wells
closed. After a variable timeout (5–20 s), one door reopened, thus signal-
ing a new trial. A reward was given if the rat responded within 5 s. In the
third stage, the front door was opened at the beginning of the trial,
allowing the rat to place its head outside the behavioral box and to ex-
plore the discrimination area. The door to one (randomly chosen) re-
ward well was opened when the rat placed its head within the discrimi-
nation area. The door emitted a characteristic sound that was used as a
signal for reward retrieval. After the reward was retrieved, the front door
closed, preventing any additional access to the discrimination area in that
trial. After the reward was consumed (4 s delay), the door to the reward
well was closed, and a new trial commenced after a variable delay (10 –25
s). In the last stage, the rat was trained to contact the touch sensor with its
nose. Initially, the door of one well opened when the nose of the rat was
in close proximity to the touch sensor. The criteria for contact was then
gradually refined until the rat actually contacted the touch sensor with its
nose. Once a rat successfully learned these stages, discriminative training
ensued.

Discriminative training. The discriminanda were two vertical poles,
one placed on each side of, and 20 mm from, the midline (Fig. 1). The
poles were repositioned before each trial while the front door of the
behavioral box was closed. During repositioning, both poles were ini-
tially moved to a location halfway between their final positions and then
moved simultaneously and with the same velocity to ensure their arrival
at the target locations at the same time. Therefore, acoustics (e.g., pitch or
duration) emitted by the motors did not contain information about the
relative offset of the poles. The poles were only moved horizontally,
parallel to the axis that connected the frontal opening of the behavioral
box with the nose-poke sensor. The task of the rat was to judge which of
the two poles was more posterior (closer to the front door of the behav-
ioral box).

Discriminative training consisted of two stages. In the first, discrimi-
nanda were introduced, and their locations were associated with a reward
well. In each of these trials, both side doors opened when a rat contacted
the nose poke. The rat then withdrew from the discrimination area, and
the door in front of the incorrect well closed while the door in front of the
correct well (on the side of the more posterior pole) remained open for
the rat to retrieve the reward. During these association trials, rats were
always rewarded if the response was made within 5 s of contacting the
nose poke. Once rats responded without delay in association trials, we
introduced discrimination trials in which reward was contingent on
making a correct response. During initial training sessions, some rats

became passive if they made several consecutive errors. Therefore, asso-
ciation and discrimination trials were initially interleaved.

During discrimination trials, both side doors opened when the rat
touched the nose poke. A reward was given only when a rat approached
the well on the same side as the more posterior pole within 5 s. Thus, if the
right pole was more posterior, a reward was given only in the well on the
right side of the behavioral box. If a rat did not respond within 5 s or if it
approached the incorrect well, a 1.5 kHz tone signaled the end of the trial,
and all of the doors (sides and front) closed. In both association and
discrimination trials, rats were allowed 4 s to consume the reward, fol-
lowed by a 1.5 kHz tone and closure of all doors. After a random delay
(20 –30 s), a new trial commenced. Trials were cancelled if either the rat
kept its head outside of the behavioral box for longer than 10 s or it
withdrew its head back into the box before touching the nose poke.

Stimulus presentation. The location of the more posterior pole was kept
at a constant distance from the wall of the behavioral box, thus acting as
a reference signal, or “pedestal” (Green and Swets, 1966), for the position
of the anterior pole. In the first trial, the anterior pole was located 20 mm
(more anterior) behind the posterior pole. This distance was reduced or
increased after each trial according to the following one-up/one-down
staircase rule:

10log10F�� , (1)

where the change in offset (�) was �0.1 after correct trials and 0.2 after
incorrect trials, and F was the offset in the previous trial. The maximal
offset was 20 mm, and failures at this offset were followed by another trial
with a 20 mm offset. There was no lower boundary on the offset. With
this staircase rule, the success rate would be �67% at threshold levels
(assuming performance was stable after threshold was reached), because
the up step was twice the down step.

The relative offset between the two poles, i.e., which was more poste-
rior, was randomized only in the first 10 trials and chosen according to
the following bias-correcting rules in subsequent trials. These rules took
into account the responses that each rat made during the 10 preceding
trials:

�S � O� � �L � R� f � S � O f O
S � O f S

�S � O� � �L � R� f � L � R f R
L � R f L

�S � O� � �L � R� f U��L, R	


. (2)

These rules compared the number of times a rat approached the same ( S)
or opposite ( O) side as in an immediately preceding trial, in addition to
the cumulative number of responses made to the left ( L) or right ( R)
side. When the ratios of responses to same/opposite and left/right side
were different, the relative offset of the poles (i.e., which was more pos-
terior) was predetermined in the upcoming trial. When these ratios were
equal, the poles were randomly arranged (with U([ L, R] being a distri-
bution of equal left and right probabilities). These bias-correction rules
were chosen to offset the occurrence of prevalent stereotypical trends,
such as persistent responses to the same side or right–left–right switching
between subsequent trials. Bias correction is common practice with rats
(Carvell and Simons, 1990; Shuler et al., 2002) and monkeys (S. Barash,
personal communication). We used four parameters computed across 10
consecutive trials, which made it difficult to predict the upcoming stim-
ulus configuration.

Reward. Rewards consisted of diluted mango juice given in aliquots of
70 �l. The total amount of reward presented in each trial was adjusted
according to the horizontal offset between the poles, i.e., the difficulty of
the task. For offsets of 10 –20, 5–10, 1–5, and �1 mm, one, two, three,
and four aliquots, respectively, were presented. This inverse relationship
between amount of reward and horizontal offset countered loss of mo-
tivation at increasingly difficult task levels.

Naive control. Besides testing rats with different whisker-array config-
urations, we also trained a group of naive control rats in the procedural,
but not discriminative, parts of the task. After procedural training, these
rats were trained in a random reinforcement schedule, whereby reward
was guaranteed in every trial but reward location with respect to the poles
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was randomized. Thus, these rats did not asso-
ciate the relative horizontal offset of the poles
with the location of the reward. The behavior of
this group served as a control for possible task-
specific behaviors exhibited by rats performing
the localization task.

Tracking of head and whisker movements.
Head and whisker movements during task per-
formance were acquired with high-speed video
(500 fps; MotionScope 8000PCI; Redlake) and
tracked off-line. Our tracking method was de-
scribed previously by Knutsen et al. (2005).
Briefly, head positions were estimated by track-
ing reflections of two overhead light sources in
the rat eyes. Locations and shapes of whiskers
were estimated by fitting piecewise polynomials
(splines) to the horizontal projections of whis-
ker profiles in captured video frames. Whisker
angles were computed at the whisker base (the
most proximal point of the tracked whisker)
from the coefficients of the most proximal poly-
nomial of the whisker spline representation.
For each training condition, head and whisker
movements were tracked for a subset of all ses-
sions. A particular whisker was easily located
when a single row of whiskers was intact, be-
cause it could be identified directly by its pos-
teroanterior location. Although whisker arcs
are approximately orthogonal to the posteroan-
terior axis, the head typically tilted downward
during task performance (Fig. 1C). Thus, the
projected locations of whisker roots along an
arc from a top view appeared separated as more
ventral whiskers were shifted posterior relative
to more dorsal whiskers. Although same-arc
whiskers often overlapped in the video image, a particular whisker only
had to be positively identified once and then tracked back or forth in the
video through its continuous motion. When all whiskers were intact,
individual whiskers could not be identified. However, we were still able to
track individual whiskers within an intact whisker field through their
continuous motion for entire trials.

Performance data of 616 sessions, which contained 39,718 trials, were
analyzed. From this dataset, head and whisker movements were tracked
in 2357 trials (3696 s of data). Two to four rats were tracked for each
whisker-array condition, except for the ROWARC-FN condition (facial
nerve-lesioned rats, whose whisker movements were negligible), in
which only a single rat was tracked. On average, movements in 214 trials
(336 s) were tracked for each whisker-array condition.

Facial nerve lesions. The buccal branch of the facial nerve, which sup-
plies the efferents of intrinsic and extrinsic mystacial pad musculature,
was lesioned bilaterally in three rats. These rats were lesioned after being
successfully trained in the localization task with either a single row (n �
1) or a single arc (n � 2) of whiskers intact. Before surgery, behavioral
testing was stopped, and the rats were given food and water ad libitum for
5–7 d. Rats were anesthetized with pentobarbital (40 mg/kg, i.p.) and
received an injection of atropine (0.3 mg/kg, i.m.) to prevent respiratory
complications. Fur was shaved, and the facial nerve was exposed where
the ramus buccolabialis superior and ramus buccolabialis inferior
branches join (�3– 4 mm posterior to whisker E1). Approximately 1–2
mm of the nerve was removed with a pair of microdissecting scissors, and
each cut end was briefly heated with a cauterizer to minimize nerve
regrowth. The wound was sealed with cyanoacrylate gel (Loctite, Super
Glue-3). Rats recovered for 5 d with ad libitum food and water, during
which antibiotics (penicillin–streptomycin subcutaneously) and analge-
sics (5% carprofen; Rimadyl, 5 mg/kg, s.c.) were administered. The
water-restriction schedule was reinstated 7 d after surgery, and behav-
ioral testing was reinstated 1 d later.

Psychophysical thresholds. We used an adaptive staircase procedure to
estimate empirical localization thresholds (Te). Representative sequences
of presented offsets (“staircases”) of individual sessions are shown in
Figure 2C. The staircase descends after a correct trial and ascends after an
incorrect trial. The staircase should settle at a stable level if the perfor-
mance of a rat is close to its optimal, although the descent through offsets
�Te may be interrupted by errors. Therefore, we estimated Te as the
minimum offset of the staircase after smoothing with a 15-trial-wide
boxcar filter.

To determine whether a distribution of Te for a given whisker config-
uration could have occurred if performance was random in every trial,
we simulated a large number of staircases in which offsets were presented
according to the same rules as in the actual experiment and the behav-
ioral decision in every trial was random. We generated 5000 such stair-
cases for each experimental session, with the same number of trials as in
the experiment. A simulated threshold (Ts) was estimated for each sim-
ulated staircase. The probability that the distributions of Te and Ts ob-
tained for individual whisker configurations were different were deter-
mined using the two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov goodness-of-fit
hypothesis test.

Assuming that performance was random in all trials, we also estimated
the probability q that a particular Te could have been reached by chance
in any one of all n experimental sessions performed by a particular rat, as
follows [Rice (1995), their page 100]:

q � 1 � �1 � p
n , (3)

where p is the proportion of simulated staircases in which Ts � Te.
To discriminate between rats that learned the task and those that did

not, we defined a criterion performance level. We chose the learning
criterion as having reached a threshold of �m mm in two of three con-
secutive sessions. If the chance probability of obtaining a threshold below

Figure 2. Procedural and discriminative learning. A, Cumulative number of training sessions required for rats to successfully
complete procedural training and the association (AT) and discrimination (DT) stages. DT indicates the cumulative number of
training sessions rats were exposed to before being tested with only discrimination trials. B, Example of a learning curve illustrat-
ing the transient (red) and steady-state (green) performance during training. The right axis indicates the performance threshold
relative to the best threshold attained by the same rat. C, Examples of session staircases (5 different rats). Each dot is a single trial;
downward movement of the curve indicates success, and upward movement indicates an incorrect choice in the preceding trial.
Dotted lines (and the numbers next to them) indicate the estimated threshold (Te) for the same session.
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m in any given session was p (as in Eq. 3 above), the probability of
reaching criterion performance was as follows:

Pcriterion � �
k�2

3

C3
kpk�1 � p
3�k , (4)

where C3
k is the binomial coefficient. We selected a criterion performance

m � 5 mm, which had a chance occurrence of �1% ( pm � 5 � 0.0075).
The single-session Te could have been obtained by chance, and its

probability of chance occurrence could have been estimated as in Equa-
tion 3. Alternatively, Te might have been achieved when performance was
not random in all trials but rather reflected a “real” sensory threshold ( T)
plus random behavior. For instance, a given Te might have resulted if T �
Te and the success rate at offsets �T was higher than 67% by chance.
Thus, it is necessary to estimate the minimal T for which a given Te could
have been obtained by chance (Fig. 3).

Localization performance was modeled by a simple approximation of
an observer with a particular T and a fixed rate of lapsing (L). For all
presented offsets �T, performance was always assumed to be based on
guessing (i.e., 50% correct). When the offset was �T, the behavioral
outcome was assumed to be correct in 100 � L/2 percent of all trials,
where L is the probability of a lapse. We defined a lapse as the occurrence
of a guess (50%) when the offset was �T. This model is illustrated by its

psychometric function in Figure 3A. In reality,
Te may be influenced by noise, thus producing
a sigmoidal or exponential psychometric func-
tion. However, for simplicity and clarity, we
modeled T as a step function, which allowed us
to accurately estimate which T would generate a
distribution of Ts � Te ( p � 0.05, Kolmogor-
ov–Smirnov test), where Ts are thresholds esti-
mated from the simulated staircases.

We simulated staircases using the same rules
as applied in the actual experiments (for exam-
ples, see Fig. 3B). Staircases generated using a
lapsing rate of 0% produced errors in 50% of
trials in which the offset was �T and correct
responses in 100% of trials in which offsets
were �T. However, such staircases differed
markedly from those obtained experimentally,
because performance above Te in an experi-
mental staircase was never 100% correct (see
examples in Fig. 2C). Given L, it followed that
the success rate (S) was as follows:

S � 100 � L/ 2 for offsets � T. (5)

Thus, the experimental rate of lapsing was

Le � 200 � 2S when Se � 50, (6a)

Le � 100 when Se � 50 , (6b)

where Se is the experimental success rate. When
our simulation model incorporated lapsing, it
produced staircases very similar to those ob-
tained experimentally (compare Figs. 2C, 3B).
For a particular combination of T and L, we
simulated 5000 such staircases, from which a
distribution of Ts could be produced. One such
distribution was produced for each T in the
range of 0 –20 mm (Fig. 3C), where L was equal
to the median Le of an individual whisker-array
condition (Eq. 6). Each of these simulated dis-
tributions of Ts were compared against the cu-
mulative distributions of Te (Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test) (Fig. 3D). We refer to the
minimal T that generated a distribution Ts � Te

( p � 0.05) (Fig. 3C,D) as the upper bound of
the real sensory threshold.

Performance analysis. An example of a learn-
ing curve (threshold vs training session) is shown in Figure 2 B. Our
performance analysis consisted of two phases. The initial phase was char-
acterized by rapid (transient) learning, followed by a later phase with
fluctuating performance. The end of the transient learning phase was
defined ad hoc as the session in which a rat reached at least 80% of its best
threshold (abbreviated as S-80). For individual rats, the percentage of the
best performance was computed as (20 � Te)/(20 � Te_min), where
Te_min is the lowest measured threshold of the rat, and 20 is the largest
presented offset.

For each learning curve, two linear regressions were fitted to thresh-
olds of sessions: one before and one after S-80. Each regression coeffi-
cient was compared against a distribution of simulated regression lines
obtained from 10,000 shuffles of the order of thresholds. This distribu-
tion represented the expected distribution of regressions if there was no
relationship between performance and session number. Thus, the probabil-
ity of each learning coefficient is (Rsim � R)/10,000, where (Rsim � R) is the
number of simulated coefficients greater than the learning coefficient.

Power spectral density estimates. Power spectral density (PSD) esti-
mates of whisking movements were estimated using Welch’s averaged,
modified periodogram method as implemented in Matlab (release 14;
MathWorks, Natick, MA). PSDs were computed for both whisker angle
and whisker angular velocity.

Figure 3. Performance model. A, Localization performance was modeled with a simple approximation of an observer with a
particular sensory threshold ( T) and a fixed rate of lapsing ( L). See Materials and Methods, Psychophysical thresholds. B, Typical
staircases generated by the performance model in A with different values for L (25 or 50%). The dotted line and number indicate
the threshold estimated from the smoothed, simulated staircase (Ts; 15 bin boxcar filter). C, Ts was estimated from staircases such
as those in B generated by the performance model in A. By repeating the simulation for a given combination of T and L, a
distribution of Ts could be drawn. Gray lines depict CDFs of Ts generated by the model when T was 0, 2, 4, 8, or 16 mm and L was
65%. Solid gray lines indicate CDFs of Te given different values of T that were significantly larger than the CDF of Te (black line; p �
0.05). The dashed line indicates a CDF that was not significantly larger than the CDF of Te. Numbers indicate T for each CDF. D, The
values of T that generated distributions of Ts � Te depended on L; larger L generated higher values for Te for a particular value of
T. The shaded region above the curve includes combinations of T and L that yielded distributions of Ts � Te ( p � 0.05). Given the
value of Le obtained empirically, the lowest T in the shaded area was used as an approximation of the real sensory threshold
(arrow).
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Statistics. Unless otherwise stated, all estimates of distribution centers
are arithmetic means � SEM. When the median is cited, the spread
indicates the standard error of the median (1.25 � SEM). Except when
noted, comparisons between distributions were based on the nonpara-
metric Wilcoxon’s rank sum test for equal medians and the Kolmogor-
ov–Smirnov test. Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of thresh-
olds in Figure 9 were fitted with a Weibull function, and the R 2 value of
the exponential regression in Figure 12 estimated as follows:

R2 � 1 �
SSResiduals

SSTotal
, (7)

where SS is the sum of squares of the residuals or thresholds (after sub-
tracting the mean).

Results
Procedural training
Of the 34 rats that entered training, 26 (77%) successfully com-
pleted the procedural and discriminative training. The remaining
eight rats either did not complete the procedural training stages
or became passive once introduced to discrimination trials.
Training of these eight rats was discontinued when there was no
sign of improvement within 5–10 training sessions (Table 1). For
all conditions, procedural training was completed on average
within seven to nine sessions (Fig. 2A). There were no significant
differences between how fast rats with different whisker configu-
rations acquired the procedural parts of the task ( p � 0.05, t test).

Discriminative learning
Procedural training (see Materials and Methods) was followed by
a gradual introduction to discrimination trials (Fig. 2A, stage
AT). Performance thresholds were estimated only for sessions
run with 100% discrimination trials. An example of a learning
curve is depicted in Figure 2B. We observed that most learning
curves could be characterized by an initial, transient phase that
lasted a few sessions and during which thresholds improved. Af-
ter this transient phase, thresholds did not improve consistently.
The number of discrimination trials per session was 63 � 19
(mean � SD).

During discriminative training, rats were presented with a
variable horizontal offset between two vertical poles (Fig. 1).
During pilot experiments (n � 6), performance rarely exceeded
chance levels when both poles roved between randomly chosen
locations across trials. Thus, the location of one of the poles (the
posterior pole, or pedestal) was always fixed at the same horizon-
tal distance from the front opening of the behavioral box (see
Materials and Methods). From the onset of training, rats were
trained with all, one row, one arc, or a single whisker intact on
each cheek (conditions henceforth referred to as ALL, ROW,
ARC, and C2, respectively). With these conditions, the transient
learning phase lasted 4 � 1.4 training sessions (mean � SD)
(Table 1). This duration is a lower bound on the duration of the
learning phase, because learning may also have occurred during
sessions that included association trials. After the transient learn-
ing phase, performance for most rats still fluctuated between ses-
sions. The SD of thresholds expressed in percentage of the best
performance was 31.5 � 9.7% (mean � SD) during the learning
phase and decreased to 21.8 � 2.4% after. During learning, this
variability is attributable to session-to-session improvement in
performance, as indicated by high and significant correlations
between threshold and session number (Rpre and Ppre) (Table 1).
After learning, no consistent improvement was found in perfor-
mance over time, as indicated by low and insignificant correla-
tions (Rpost and Ppost).

We defined a performance criterion to distinguish between
sessions with task-related performance and potentially random
behavior. Our criterion that learning had occurred was that a
threshold of 5 mm or less was reached in two of three consecutive
sessions. The probability that this performance could occur by
chance was 0.0075 (see Materials and Methods, Psychophysical
thresholds). Of all rats (n � 20) initially trained with multiple
whiskers intact (ALL, ROW, or ARC), 17 (85%) reached criterion
performance. Of rats (n � 6) initially trained with only a single
whisker (C2), only one (17%) reached criterion performance.
Rats that reached criterion performance were eventually ad-
vanced to a new testing condition (ALL–ARC, ALL–C2, ROW–
C2, or ARC–C2) by trimming selected whiskers symmetrically on
both sides of the face, leaving arc 2, row C, or the C2 whisker.
Across the different groups, such trimming was done 2.7 � 0.8
(mean � SD) sessions after criterion performance was reached.
These rats were then tested again with the localization task after
1–2 d. Three of four ALL–ARC rats were trimmed for a second
time after criterion performance was reached with a single arc
intact and then tested again with only a single whisker intact
(ALL–ARC–C2). After reaching criterion performance in their
initial training conditions, two rats with an arc (ARC) and one
with a row (ROW) intact were retested with the same whisker
array but after transecting the facial motor nerve (ROW–FN and
ARC–FN). The various conditions tested are summarized in Ta-
ble 1.

After whisker trimming, performance typically did not change
abruptly. Performance continued to vary considerably between
sessions, with a consistent change in performance only becoming
apparent when averaging across all sessions of a particular con-
dition. The exceptions were ALL–ARC and ALL–C2 rats, whose
thresholds abruptly increased after trimming and improved
again within approximately three sessions (Table 1). In these two
conditions, the largest number of whiskers were removed in a
single step (�23 compared with 4 in the other conditions; out of
the 27 caudalmost whiskers, rows A to E, arcs 1–5, plus strad-
dlers). As in the initial conditions, performance after the tran-
sient learning phase of rats in all whisker-trimmed groups fluc-
tuated between sessions (12–27%), but without any consistent
improvement or decrement in performance with time.

Head and whisker movement trends
During pilot experiments without a nose poke, rats often rotated
their heads up, down, or sideways during task performance and
regularly came into contact with the vertical poles with their
snouts. When the nose poke was introduced, rats approached the
nose poke in a stereotypic manner and head movements to the
sides were small. Representative head and whisker trajectories
during localization trials are shown in Figure 4 (supplemental
movies, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental mate-
rial). Head movements consisted of three distinct phases: ap-
proach, discrimination, and withdrawal. Head movement trajec-
tories of three rats were quantified (Fig. 5). During approach, the
head exhibited low translational velocity (Fig. 5A), and the whis-
kers infrequently contacted the poles (Fig. 5B). In a brief discrim-
ination period (�0.5 s), the head moved forward and contacted
the nose poke, whereas the probability of whiskers contacting the
poles increased. After contact with the nose poke, the head with-
drew rapidly. Throughout trials, the head remained clear of the
poles. We found that the head was sufficiently close for the micro-
vibrissas to contact one of the poles in 27% of randomly selected
trials (no difference between whisker configurations). However,
the macro-vibrissas contacted at least one of the poles in 96% of
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the trials. The C2 whisker contacted the pedestal (posterior pole)
with near equal probability across all whisker conditions (Fig.
5C–E). In the ARC and ALL–ARC groups, all whiskers along arc
2 contacted the pedestal with equal probability, whereas in the
ROW condition, C1 contacted the pedestal in only 32% of trials

versus 93–94% in the case of whiskers C2
and C3. Altogether, these findings suggest
that localization was mediated primarily
by contact of the object with the macro-
vibrissas rather than with the micro-
vibrissas, inter-vibrissal fur, or skin. The
mode of contact was similar in the major-
ity of trials: on contact, the whiskers rarely
slipped vertically (along the length of pole)
or radially (along the length of the
whisker).

Head movements and encoding of
object location
We presented rats with a variable horizon-
tal offset in coordinates relative to the be-
havioral box. The nose poke, in addition
to suppressing the tendency of rats to con-
tact the poles with their snout, also en-
sured that the posteroanterior axis of the
head was approximately aligned to the
horizontal movement axis of the poles. Al-
though head movements were small, they
could still have been used along with whis-
ker movements to improve localization of
the poles. If the poles had no horizontal
offset, any rotation of the head around the
horizontal axis would have caused a non-
zero horizontal offset in head-centered co-
ordinates. We quantified such effects of
head movements on relative object loca-
tion by comparing the actual differences in
whisker angle between left and right side
with angles that should have resulted if the
whiskers had zero curvature and the head
was at and perpendicular to the nose poke
(Fig. 6). Differences in whisker angle be-
tween the two sides during contact (Fig.
4C,D) may encode the relative horizontal
offset of the poles; in fact, primary sensory
neurons have been found whose activity
carry information about protraction angle
or phase (Szwed et al., 2003). At 1 and 5
mm horizontal offset, the angular differ-
ence was �2.5 and 9°, respectively. For
horizontal offsets �3 mm, actual angular
differences were significantly smaller than
predicted with a stationary head coaligned
to the horizontal axis of the poles (Fig.
6A). This deviation could be explained if
head orientation was biased toward the
pedestal (posterior). Indeed, rats increas-
ingly oriented their head toward the pos-
terior pole with increasing offsets (Fig.
6B). Whereas head-rotation bias was neg-
ligible for small offsets, it increased to �4°
toward the posterior pole at the largest (20
mm) offsets.

Rats can discriminate radial apertures that differ in widths as
little as 3 mm (Krupa et al., 2001). The current task does not
attempt to establish perfect control of object location relative to
the head, and head movements could therefore have induced
radial cues that in turn signaled relative horizontal location. In-

Figure 4. Head and whisker movements during task performance. A, B, Two examples of head and whisker movements during
object localization trials. Each row depicts a single trial and shows six frames from the moment the rat entered the discrimination
area, until it left. A, A rat with all whiskers intact (the ALL condition). B, A different rat with a single whisker intact on each side
(ALL–C2). Because the trial durations were different for these two trials, intervals between still frames are different. The scale bar
applies to all frames. C, An example of whisking behavior during object localization of a single-whisker rat, initially trained with all
whiskers intact (ALL–C2). D, Example of whisking behavior of an ALL–ARC–C2 rat. In both C and D, the C2 whisker on both sides
(gray and black lines) was tracked from when the head entered the video frame and until it left. Top panels show the time-varying
angle of the whiskers, relative to the head. Thick angle traces indicate moments when a whisker contacted one of the poles. The
bottom panels show the time-varying distance of the nose from the nose poke.

Figure 5. Head movements and whisker– object interactions during approach, discrimination, and withdrawal. A, Average
distance of the nose from the target nose poke during localization trials of three rats with a single pair of whiskers intact. Time 0 is
the moment a rat contacted the nose poke. B, The proportion of trials in which any whisker contacted an object, computed for each
moment throughout trials. In A and B, thin lines indicate session averages, and thick lines indicate the averages (and SEMs) of all
trials across all tracked sessions. C, Probability of whiskers contacting the posterior (pedestal) pole when a single arc of whiskers
was intact (ARC and ALL–ARC). D, Probability of contacting the pedestal when a single row of whiskers was intact (ROW). E,
Probability of contacting the pedestal when only a single whisker was intact on either cheek (ALL–ARC–C2, ALL–C2, ARC–C2,
ROW–C2, and C2).
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deed, the radial point of contact along the
whisker shaft with the posterior pole de-
creased slightly with increasing horizontal
offsets (Fig. 6C), consistent with the obser-
vation that the head oriented toward the
posterior pole when horizontal offsets
were large (Fig. 6B). For horizontal offsets
�7 mm, the difference in the radial point
of contact along the whisker shaft on an-
terior and posterior side was �3 mm.
However, when horizontal offsets were
�7 mm, the radial difference was below
the 3 mm radial discrimination threshold
(Krupa et al., 2001). Thus, we conclude
that the radial cue is not a major factor in
the encoding of small horizontal offsets.
This result did not differ significantly be-
tween rats from conditions before or after
trimming of the whiskers.

Although the current task did not allow
optimal control of stimulus presentation
(animals were unrestrained but stimuli
were fixed in location), rats developed ste-
reotyped behaviors characterized by dis-
tinct approach, discrimination, and with-
drawal phases (Fig. 5). As horizontal offsets were reduced, rats
increasingly aligned their heads parallel to the axis of the horizon-
tal offset between the poles. Thus, for small offsets, head move-
ments minimally changed how angular and radial cues encoded
small differences in horizontal object location compared with if
the head was fixed in place (Fig. 6).

Spatial sampling
Performance in a variety of tasks (tactile, visual, and auditory)
can be improved by using a fixed reference signal, also referred to
as a pedestal (Green and Swets, 1966). Here, we provided a ped-
estal by positioning the posterior pole at the same distance from
the behavioral box. With a fixed reference, the localization task
could be reduced to a detection task in which the pedestal is
searched for on either one or both sides. We examined localiza-
tion behavior to determine which task was actually performed, by
assuming that a rat conditioned to detect the pedestal would only
scan the region in the vicinity of the pedestal. The majority of rats,
however, scanned the entire distance up to the location of the
more anterior pole, even for the largest offsets. The distribution
of the ratio of the scanned region between the pedestal (at 0 mm)
and the location of the more anterior pole (�0 mm) is shown in
Figure 7. Across all whisker configurations and offsets, rats
scanned 90 � 16% of the gap between the pedestal and the ante-
rior pole. Also, after an initial contact and when no whiskers were
contacting either pole, protraction amplitudes of whiskers on the
same side as the anterior pole were 7.6 � 0.2° larger than ampli-
tudes of whiskers on the side of the pedestal (significant for all
rats, p � 0.0001) (Fig. 4C). In other words, rats were reaching to
contact the anterior pole, suggesting that task performance was
not based on detection of the pedestal itself but rather on a com-
parison between the location of the anterior pole and the
pedestal.

Discrimination speed
The sampling phase was brief compared with the total trial dura-
tion (Fig. 5B). Typically, only a small number of discrete contacts
were made between the whiskers and objects (Fig. 8A). Single-

whisker rats made 6 –10 (interquartile range; median of 8) whisks
during a trial (Fig. 8A, gray fill), and 3– 6 (median of 4) discrete
contacts with the poles (Fig. 8A, black bars). The number of
contacts differed significantly between the sides of the anterior
and posterior pole ( p � 0.001) (Fig. 8A, inset). For horizontal
offsets �7.5 mm, more contacts were made with the posterior
(pedestal) than the anterior pole ( p � 0.01). We found no dif-
ference between the numbers of contacts made with either pole
during correct and incorrect trials. The cumulative contact time
also differed significantly between the side of the posterior (me-
dian of 286 ms) and anterior (median of 108 ms) poles ( p �
0.001) (Fig. 8B). Contact durations with the posterior (pedestal)
pole did not change as horizontal offsets changed. However, con-

Figure 6. Encoding of object location. A, Horizontal object offset versus the absolute difference in whisker angle, relative to
head, during simultaneous contact of left and right whiskers with objects (black line). The gray line indicates the hypothetical
relationship between horizontal and angular offset, assuming the head is at and perpendicular to the nose poke and that the
whiskers have zero curvature. B, Head angle and horizontal offsets. Head angle was positive when oriented toward the pedestal
(posterior pole). The black line shows best fit to head angle versus offsets, in which zero angle occurred when the rat was parallel
to the axis of the nose poke. Positive values indicate movements toward the more posterior pole. The gray line indicates zero head
angle. C, Relationship between horizontal offset and the radial point of contact. The radial location was computed as the distance
of the pole from the whisker base (rather than the radial location along the shaft). The black line indicates radial point of contact
with the posterior pole, and the gray line with the anterior pole. The gray filled region indicates horizontal offsets in which the
difference in the radial point of contact along the whisker shaft was �3 mm. In A–C, all analyses include rats from all conditions
(before and after trimming). Filled circles in the rat caricatures depict the vertical poles (black posterior and gray anterior), and the
thick black bar indicate the nose poke. Black lines (plus gray in C) indicate the best quadratic fit to the data and the 95% confidence
intervals.

Figure 7. Horizontal region scanned between poles. A histogram of the ratio of the distance
whiskers scanned beyond the location of the pedestal (0 mm) and the location of the anterior
pole (�0 mm; averages of different rats) is shown. An area was considered scanned if a whisker
at any time moved through it during a trial. Thus, if the anterior pole was placed 20 mm behind
the posterior pole and a whisker moved up to within 10 mm of the anterior pole, 50% of the
horizontal gap between the poles was considered scanned (0.5 in the histogram). All tracked
trials were included (n � 19 rats, 9 groups). Rats with all whiskers intact (ALL) were not
included, because a significant proportion of the whiskers were not tracked.
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tact durations (and the number of contacts) reduced as offsets
increased (i.e., the anterior pole was placed farther way) (Fig. 8B,
inset). Again, we found no significant differences in cumulative
contact duration between correct and incorrect trials. We in-
ferred that the maximal duration of discrimination should be the
time interval between the first and last whisker– object contact in
a trial. During withdrawal, rats often (but not always) oriented
their heads toward the side to which they would respond, which
suggests that a decision was made soon after contacting the nose
poke. Thus, an estimate of the minimal duration of discrimina-
tion is the interval between the first whisker– object contact and
the moment of nose-poke contact. These two estimates of the
discrimination speed were significantly different ( p � 0.001) and
had respective medians of 588 ms (contact-to-contact) (Fig. 8C,
gray fill) and 406 ms (contact-to-nose poke) (Fig. 8C, black bars).

Localization performance
In all sessions, localization acuity was quantified by the threshold
Te, which was estimated from the minimum running average of
the presented trial-to-trial offsets. Because offsets were reduced
after correct trials and increased after incorrect ones, Te decreased
with improving performance (see examples in Fig. 2C).

Te varied between rats tested with different whisker configu-

rations (Figs. 9, 10). As noted above in
Discriminative learning, rats reached cri-
terion performance when initially trained
with all (ALL), a row (ROW), or an arc
(ARC) of whiskers intact. Although rats
trained with a single pair of whiskers (C2)
intact from the training onset failed to
reach criterion performance, all rats ini-
tially trained with any combination of
multiple whiskers and later retested with
only a single pair of whiskers intact (ALL–
C2, ALL–ARC–C2, ARC–C2, and ROW–
C2) did reach criterion performance.
CDFs of Te obtained in each of the initial
training conditions and after subsequent
whisker trimming are shown in Figure 9, A
and B. Dotted lines indicate CDFs of Ts

obtained by simulation of performance
levels expected from entirely random be-
havior (50% correct at all offsets). For all
conditions except C2 ( p � 0.59), ROW/
ARC–FN ( p � 0.94) and ROW–C2–
NONE ( p � 0.07), the CDFs of Te were
shifted to the left of the chance CDF (i.e.,
offsets were smaller than expected by
chance; Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p �
0.0001). After trimming to a single pair of
intact whiskers, rat performance con-
verged to similar performance levels, re-
gardless of what the initial whisker config-
uration was (Fig. 9B). The average Te of
each whisker configuration group is
shown in Figure 10B. Rats initially trained
with all whiskers intact (ALL) reached an
average Te of 7.2 � 0.5 mm, whereas rats
with a single row (ROW) or arc (ARC)
reached 8.7 � 0.6 and 8.9 � 0.5 mm, re-
spectively. The overall performance of rats
initially trained with a single pair of whis-
kers intact (C2; 12.4 � 0.5 mm) did not

exceed chance levels. Trimming of multiple intact whiskers to
yield a single pair of intact whiskers typically reduced (i.e., im-
proved) Te. Reducing the number of intact whiskers of ALL rats
to a single pair (ALL–C2) lowered Te to 5.7 � 0.6 mm, although
this improvement in itself was not significant ( p � 0.16, Wilcox-
on’s test). The improvement was larger, and significant, for rats
initially trained with a row or an arc who, after trimming to yield
a single pair of intact whiskers, reached thresholds of 5.4 � 0.7
mm (ROW–C2; p � 0.05) and 4.2 � 0.7 mm (ARC–C2; p �
0.002), respectively. Improvement was largest in ALL–ARC rats
(initially trained with all and then with one arc of intact whis-
kers), with a reduction of Te from 7.2 � 0.5 to 2.7 � 0.8 mm ( p �
0.001). ALL–ARC rats continued to perform at an improved level
when trimmed for a second time to yield only a single pair of
intact whiskers (ALL–ARC–C2; 4.6 � 0.8; p � 0.04). However, Te

after the second trimming was higher than after the first trim-
ming (ALL–ARC; p � 0.031). We were not able to consistently
attribute improvements in performance after whisker removal to
any additional training received. For all whisker configurations
tested, we did not observe any consistent session-to-session im-
provement beyond the S-80 session. Although animals with re-
duced sets of intact whiskers participated in a greater number of
training sessions, we did not find any consistent correlation be-

Figure 8. Whisk counts and discrimination speed. A, Distribution of the number of contacting whisks (black bars) and contact-
ing plus noncontacting whisks (gray area) during localization trials. The inset shows the number of whisks that contacted the
anterior (black) and posterior (gray) poles during correct (solid lines) or incorrect (dashed lines) trials as a function of horizontal
offset. B, The distribution of cumulative contact durations with either the anterior (gray fill; median of 108 ms) or the posterior
(black bars; median of 286 ms) pole is shown. The inset shows cumulative contact durations with anterior (black) and posterior
(gray) poles as a function of horizontal offset separately for correct (solid lines) and incorrect (dashed lines) trials. C, Distributions
of delays between the time of the first whisker– object contact and nose-poke detachment (black bars; median of 406 ms) and of
intervals between the first object contact and the last object detach in a trial (gray fill; median of 588 ms). In A–C, data were
included from sessions in which rats had a single pair of whiskers intact (ALL–C2, ALL–ARC–C2, ARC–C2, and ROW–C2) and in
which the threshold of the session (2.4 � 0.9 mm) had a chance probability �0.05 (9 rats, 18 sessions, 777 trials).

Figure 9. Distribution of performance thresholds. CDFs of Te for initial training conditions (A), after whisker trimming (B), and
for rats with facial nerve lesions (C) (ROW/ARC–FN) and without any intact whiskers (ROW–C2–NONE). CDFs were binned at 2.5
mm intervals and fitted with a sigmoid Weibull function (solid lines; R 2 � 0.98 in all cases). Dotted lines indicate the CDFs
of Ts when performance was random at all offsets (for details, see Materials and Methods, Psychophysical thresholds and
Fig. 3). All CDFs, except for those of C2, ROW/ARC–FN, and ROW–C2–NONE, were significantly greater than the simulated
CDF ( p � 0.0001).
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tween the total amount of training (cumulative session count)
and performance across all whisker configurations (Fig. 10A; Ta-
ble 1).

Reliable horizontal localization was whisker mediated. Rats
that initially succeeded in reaching criterion performance
(ROW–C2), failed to reach criterion performance after all whis-
kers were removed (ROW–C2–NONE; Te � 10.4 � 0.7 mm).
Reliable localization was also dependent on the ability to move
the whiskers, because rats with permanent whisker paralysis
(ROW/ARC–FN) failed to reach criterion performance (Te �
12.7 � 0.8 mm).

Limits of horizontal acuity
The average performance reached by rats does not indicate their
limit of horizontal acuity. The lowest Te reached by individual
rats are shown in Figure 10B (gray dots). In the condition with
lowest average Te (ALL–ARC), the lowest individual Te was 0.4 �
0.5 mm. The lowest Te of individual rats in all groups was 0.24
mm (in ALL–ARC–C2). Assuming random performance in all
trials (L � 100%), the probability of such a threshold occurring in
a simulated session was only 0.0006 (Eq. 3). However, the prob-
ability of this threshold occurring by chance increases signifi-
cantly if the behavioral outcome is not random in all trials but
rather is limited by a given sensory threshold (T). To obtain
better approximations of real sensory thresholds, we compared
experimental thresholds (Te) with simulated thresholds (Ts) ob-
tained using different values of T in a Monte Carlo simulation
(see Materials and Methods, Psychophysical thresholds). The

minimal T that generated a distribution Ts � Te (with p � 0.05) is
given here as an approximation of the upper bound of the real
sensory threshold.

Upper bounds of the real sensory thresholds in the groups in
which rats reached criterion performance were in the range of
1.5–9.8 mm. These values followed the general trend of the aver-
age Te obtained in individual groups. The upper bounds of real
thresholds (denoted Tmax) were higher for the initial training
conditions and lower for whisker configurations after trimming
(Table 2). Lowest thresholds were reached by the ALL–ARC
group (upper bound of 1.5 mm) and the ALL–ARC–C2 group
(upper bound of 2.8 mm).

Relationship between horizontal acuity and whisker spacing
The horizontal location of an object could be encoded by the
combination of contacting whiskers. For example, the identities
of contacting whiskers (C1, C2, etc.) signal the relative horizontal
location of an object, because objects placed increasingly anterior
are less likely to be contacted by the most posterior whiskers.
Similarly, the total number of contacting whiskers may also signal
horizontal location, because fewer whiskers will reach and con-
tact increasingly anterior objects. Common to such spatial codes
is that, in the absence of whisker movements, their resolution is
limited by the spacing between neighboring whiskers. For exam-
ple, if only C3 contacts an object A and both C2 and C3 contact an
object B, then B should be posterior to A. If the horizontal offset
between A and B is less than the spacing between C2 and C3,
however, both objects may be contacted by C3 only. Such a spa-
tial cue will therefore not suffice to discriminate horizontal off-
sets smaller than the spacing of neighboring whiskers.

We compared performance levels with the actual whisker sep-
arations measured during task performance (Fig. 11). Close to
the whisker base, distances between neighboring whiskers of the
same row were 1.8 � 0.1 mm for the whisker pair C1–C2 and
1.5 � 0.2 mm for C2–C3, similar to the distances according to
Rice and Munger (1986). Distances between the whisker shafts
were considerably larger, because whiskers diverge from each
other as they exit the follicle (Brecht et al., 1997). The objects in
our task were contacted 14.2 � 0.5 mm out on the whisker shaft
(between 30 and 70% of whisker length, depending on whisker
identity) (Fig. 11A). At this radial distance, the horizontal sepa-
ration of neighboring whiskers of the same row (C1–C2 and C2–
C3) was 4.8 � 0.3 mm (21.3 � 0.8°) (Fig. 11B).

Estimates of the upper bounds of real sensory thresholds ob-
tained in the previous section were smaller than this inter-

Figure 10. Horizontal localization performance. A, Cumulative number of training sessions
for each whisker configuration. Black horizontal lines indicate the mean cumulative session
number averaged. The gray boxes indicate the range of cumulative sessions in the different
groups; lower and upper ends indicate the smallest and largest cumulative session, respec-
tively, averaged across rats in that group. B, Distributions of Te across all steady-state sessions of
all rats for a given whisker configuration. Black lines indicate the median Te, and the lower and
upper end of the gray bars indicate the first and third quartiles, respectively. The lowest Te

reached by each individual rat is indicated by F for all whisker configurations. Numbers above
bars indicate the median Le computed in sessions (see Fig. 3, Eq. 6). The range of these numbers
(65– 87%) entails average success rates of 57– 68% (Eq. 5). These low rates result from the
staircase method of stimulus presentation with presentations close to sensory threshold T, in
which near-chance performance is expected.

Table 2. Localization acuity across groups

Group Tmax (mm)

Frequency of Te � 4.8 mm

Rats, % (n) Sessions, % (n)a

ALL 7.1 38% (3) 27% (7)
ALL–C2 6.3 75% (3) 11% (7)
ALL–ARC 1.5 75% (3) 32% (12)
ALL–ARC–C2 2.8 67% (2) 16% (5)
ROW 8.7 17% (1) 7% (1)
ROW–C2 6.5 0% (0)
ROW–C2–NONE b 0% (0)
ARC 9.8 33% (2) 9% (3)
ARC–C2 4.9 33% (1) 17% (4)
ARC/ROW–FN b 0% (0)
C2 b 0% (0)
aIncludes only sessions of rats that reached threshold �4.8 mm in one session or more. Thus, no result is obtained
in groups in which none of the rats reached this level of performance.
bNo significant Tmax was found below 20 mm.
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vibrissal spacing in the ALL–ARC–C2 and ALL–ARC groups. In
all other groups (ALL, ROW, ARC, ROW–C2, ALL–C2, and
ARC–C2), they were larger than the inter-vibrissal spacing. We
also estimated the probability that a particular Te, measured in a
single experimental session, could occur by chance by assuming
that the real sensory threshold was the same as the inter-vibrissal
distance. We repeated our simulation and obtained the probabil-
ity of an individual Te being generated by chance, assuming T was
4.8 mm (Eq. 3). Rats reached thresholds below the inter-vibrissal
distances in the groups ALL, ALL–ARC, ALL–ARC–C2, ALL–C2,
ARC, ARC–C2, and ROW ( p � 0.05). The number of rats that
reached this level of performance and the frequency at which it
occurred are shown in Table 2. In the groups C2, ROW–C2,
ROW–C2–NONE, and ROW/ARC–FN, none of the rats reached
thresholds lower than the inter-vibrissal separation.

Relationship between whisking and acuity
During horizontal object localization, rats always moved their
whiskers, unlike the behavior of rats that have been trained to
discriminate radial apertures (Krupa et al., 2001). Furthermore,
although rats unable to move their whiskers because of motor
nerve lesions are able to perform radial discriminations (Krupa et
al., 2001), vibrissal paralysis caused performance in our horizon-
tal object localization task to drop to chance levels ( p � 0.001)
(Figs. 9, 10B). Thus, horizontal localization was not possible
without active whisker movement.

During horizontal localization trials, rats made several move-
ments (whisks), which brought the whiskers in contact with the

vertical poles (Fig. 8). There was no correlation between the
number of discrete whisks made in trials and acuity (R 2 � 0.01)
and no difference in total whisk count ( p � 0.6) or discrimina-
tion duration ( p � 0.46) between correct and incorrect trials.
Regression analysis did not reveal any significant change in whisk
count (R 2 � 0.01) or discrimination duration (R 2 � 0.03) as a
function of offset magnitude (i.e., task difficulty). On average
(across all groups except ALL), any individual whisker contacted
the ipsilateral object 22.3 � 11.1% of the time a rat was in the
discrimination area. There was no significant correlation be-
tween this percentage and acuity (R 2 � 0.16).

Whisking behavior was further quantified by computing
PSDs of the whisker angle and the angular velocity. Whereas
PSDs of whisker angles often peaked at 0 Hz (Fig. 12A), PSDs of
angular velocity peaked at the dominant whisking frequency of a
trial (Fig. 12B). The PSDs of whisker angular velocity contained
peaks at previously characterized whisking frequencies (Welker,
1964; Semba and Komisaruk, 1984; Carvell et al., 1991, 1996;
Carvell and Simons, 1995; Nicolelis et al., 1995; Fee et al., 1997;
Hamada et al., 1999; Gao et al., 2001; O’Connor et al., 2002; Berg
and Kleinfeld, 2003b). In our task, the frequency of whisking was
distributed across a wide range, with the majority (93%) of dom-
inant whisking frequencies occurring in the range of 5–20 Hz
(Fig. 12C). For all whisker-array configurations, the distribution
of whisking frequencies was bimodal, with a narrow peak cen-
tered at 8.3 � 1.3 Hz and a second, broader peak centered at 14
Hz. We estimated the bandwidth of the 8.3 Hz peak at half-
amplitude to be 2.2 � 0.6 Hz, which is in agreement with Berg
and Kleinfeld (2003a). Previously, the 8.3 Hz peak was associated
with exploratory whisking behavior, and typically little additional
whisking occurs at higher frequencies in rats not performing a
contact-dependent task (Gao et al., 2001; Berg and Kleinfeld,
2003a). In contrast, during horizontal localization, whisking at
frequencies above 10 Hz occurred in 49% of all trials. Thus, either
the presence of objects or task-specific requirements appeared to
increase whisking frequencies during object localization. During
an object detection task, whisking frequencies are higher relative
to whisking during an object discrimination task (Harvey et al.,
2001). Thus, in those conditions, object contact in the absence of
discrimination appeared to increase whisking frequencies.

During horizontal localization, there was no significant cor-
relation between the distribution of whisking frequencies (e.g.,
shifts to higher or lower frequencies) and performance levels.
However, there was a strong correlation (R 2 � 0.92/0.84, expo-
nential/linear fit; p � 0.001) (Fig. 12D) between performance
levels and the total amount of power (area underneath the PSD)
in the 5–25 Hz range. This correlation persisted for any 10 Hz bin
in the 5–25 Hz range and thus did not appear specific to any
particular range of whisking frequencies. We did not find any
correlation between performance and power in the nonwhisking
range (30 –50 Hz; p � 0.18). The correlation between power and
performance did not change if correct or incorrect trials were
analyzed separately for the 5–25 Hz range.

The behavior and performance of rats trained with a single
pair of whiskers intact from onset of training (C2) differed mark-
edly from that of the other groups. Only one of the six C2 rats
reached criterion performance, and the performance of the whole
group was not significantly better than chance levels (Fig. 10).
Nevertheless, the net whisking power of the rats in this group was
significantly higher than seven of nine of the other groups ( p �
0.001) (Fig. 12D), as was that of naive rats ( p � 0.001) (Fig. 12D,
arrow). The naive control group indicates the default behavior,
without discrimination, in our task. Thus, one effect of the local-

Figure 11. Separation distance of neighboring whiskers and discrimination thresholds. A,
Distribution of radial contact locations along the whisker shaft during object localization. B, The
spatial distance between neighboring whiskers. Horizontal separation, as a function of radial
distance, of whisker pairs C1–C2 (dark gray) and C2–C3 (light gray), obtained while rats from
the ROW configuration were whisking through the air. Each line is the average horizontal
separation in a single trial. Dots indicate performance thresholds, selected from all whisker
configurations, significantly smaller than the average inter-vibrissal distance (light gray, p �
0.05; medium gray, p � 0.01; dark gray, p � 0.001). The location of the threshold values along
the abscissa were randomized, because the radial contact data were lacking for the majority of
sessions from which these were obtained. The rat head is drawn approximately to scale. Radial
positions in A and whisker separations in B were gathered from 90 trials performed by two rats
with the ROW whisker configuration.
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ization task appears to be initial reduction
of the whisking spectral power. Con-
versely, and seemingly paradoxical, an in-
crease in spectral power toward its naive
“default” level correlated with an im-
provement in performance. With regard
to the cause of the observed changes in
spectral power, both whisking amplitudes
(R 2 � 0.61; p � 0.02) and velocity (R 2 �
0.79; p � 0.001) increased significantly
with lower thresholds, although, as men-
tioned above, there was no correlation be-
tween the number of whisks emitted in a
trial and acuity.

We also compared the power spectra of
correct and incorrect trials for all (except
NAIVE and C2) task conditions. The aver-
age PSDs for correct and incorrect trials
were slightly but significantly different in
parts of the whisking frequency range (Fig.
12E). Although there was no difference at
frequencies below 5 Hz and above 14 Hz,
the spectral power was significantly lower
( p � 0.002– 0.04, Wilcoxon’s test) be-
tween 5– 8 and 11–14 Hz in incorrect com-
pared with correct trials. This finding is
consistent with the observation that per-
formance levels improved with an increase
in whisking spectral power.

Discussion
We characterized the acuity and behavior
of rats during a horizontal object localiza-
tion task. Whereas rats with all, a single
row, or a single arc of whiskers intact
learned to localize, rats with only a single
whisker intact on each cheek from training
onset did not learn to localize objects reli-
ably. However, rats trained to localize with
multiple whiskers could later localize with
a single whisker intact. Typically, the per-
formance of rats initially trained with mul-
tiple whiskers improved after trimming all
but one whisker on each cheek. During lo-
calization, rats actively whisked. Although
we found no relationship between whisk-
ing frequency and performance, there was
a strong correlation between performance
and the total whisking spectral power in
the range of 5–25 Hz: as spectral power
increased, thresholds were lowered.

Learning
Although rats failed to acquire the localization task if tested with
a single whisker intact from the onset of training, they continued
to make fine horizontal discriminations if they had initially been
trained with all whiskers and then were tested with a single whis-
ker. This paradoxical result could be explained by stress, sensory
confusion, or behavioral effects related to whisker removal. Sen-
sory deprivation associated with trimming all but a pair of whis-
kers may cause physiological stress that can negatively impact
task acquisition more than task performance. However, we found

no difference in the time it took rats with a single or multiple whis-
kers to acquire the procedural aspects of the task. Thus, the learning
impairment and the possible influence of physiological stress were
specific to localization only. The degree of sensory deprivation was,
however, related to performance levels during initial training. Rats
with all whiskers intact (ALL) reached lower thresholds than rats
with a single row (ROW) or arc (ARC), ROW and ARC rats per-
formed similarly, and ROW and ARC rats performed better than the
single whisker (C2) group. Still, the majority of rats improved after
the initial whisker removal, such as in the groups ALL–C2, ALL–

Figure 12. Whisking and performance. A, PSDs of whisker angle during task performance. PSDs (power per second) were
computed for individual trials, normalized with respect to time, and averaged. Trials (44 –783) of two, three, or four rats were
tracked for each condition (total of 62 min). B, PSDs of angular velocities of the whisker trajectories depicted in Figure 8, C (black)
and D (gray). The whisking frequency is defined as the peak of the PSD ( f0). C, Probability distribution of whisking frequencies of
rats localizing objects (data from all whisker configurations; n � 1945). Trials were excluded if the maximal value of the PSD was
less than its mean � 2 SDs. D, Acuity and net power (power per second) in the range of 5–25 Hz. Colors indicate whisker
configuration (same as in A). Small symbols show the average power computed across trials of an individual testing session and its
threshold. Large symbols show the average power and threshold computed across all trials and sessions of a configuration. The
solid line shows the best fit of the exponential function 	� e � 
P to the data points of individual sessions, and dashed lines show
its 95% confidence interval. The C2 configuration, based on its position after averaging across sessions, was considered an outlier
and not included in the fit. The blue arrow indicates the average whisking power of naive rats. E, PSDs of whisker angles of all trials
averaged across whisker configurations, except C2, according to trial outcome. Incorrect trials are shown in red, and correct trials
are in green. The two PSDs were compared at 1 Hz bins (Wilcoxon’s test); gray circles indicate the p values of the differences. The
dotted line indicates the 0.05 significance level.
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ARC, ALL–ARC–C2, ROW–C2, and ARC–C2. Thus, sensory depri-
vation appears to have been detrimental only to task learning but not
to performance potential.

The relationship between a reduction in number of whiskers
and learning could be related to how reliably the behavior of the
rats encoded critical sensory parameters. For example, as the
number of intact whiskers is reduced, spatial cues, such as
the identities of contacting whiskers, are diminished. The corre-
lation between performance and the number of intact whiskers in
the initial training conditions (ALL, ARC, ROW, and C2) might
reflect a dependency on spatial cues for efficient learning of the
task. Interestingly, although spatial information may be neces-
sary for learning, it is clearly not required to perform the task,
because rats with a single pair of intact whiskers could perform
the task.

Limits of horizontal object localization by vibrissal touch
Rats trained to discriminate radial apertures reach thresholds of
�3 mm (Krupa et al., 2001). We found that rats discriminating
relative horizontal offsets can reach thresholds as low as 0.24 mm.
This offset corresponds to �1° difference between the left and
right C2 whiskers and is in the range of the minimal whisker
displacement that rats can detect (Hutson and Masterton, 1986).
If horizontal location was encoded by the identities of contacting
and noncontacting whiskers along a row, then localization acuity
should be limited by the inter-vibrissal separation. However, hor-
izontal localization thresholds were as low as �1⁄10 of the whisker
spacing. Such spatial sensitivity is not unique to the vibrissal sys-
tem. Human subjects can assign the relative location of a visual
stimulus with a precision that is finer than the spacing of photo-
receptors in the fovea, an ability known as hyperacuity (Westhei-
mer, 1981). Hence, we propose the term vibrissal hyperacuity to
describe the ability of rats to discriminate positional offsets
smaller then the inter-vibrissal distance. Despite considerable in-
tersubject variability in humans, visual hyperacuity is typically
attained in every testing session once practiced with a particular
stimulus configuration (Fahle and Edelman, 1993). Here, not all
rats achieved vibrissal hyperacuity, and those that did, did not
reach hyperacuity levels in all testing sessions (Table 2). We spec-
ulate that this difference between human visual hyperacuity and
rat vibrissal hyperacuity could be attributed to larger behavioral
variability (motor and sensory), confusion about the task, or
changes in motivation and attention.

Vibrissal hyperacuity cannot be achieved by a whisker-identity
code alone, because hyperacuity also requires a spatial representa-
tion of the region between neighboring whiskers. A moving whisker
maps the inter-vibrissal region directly, and afferents may encode
horizontal location by signaling the elapsed interval between whisk-
ing onset and contact (Szwed et al., 2003). Thus, temporal encoding
could facilitate vibrissal hyperacuity. Temporal encoding also does
not require multiple whiskers, suggesting that it may be used by
single-whisker rats. The inter-vibrissal region could also be specified
by an intensity code derived from the forces acting on the follicle as a
result of bending of the whisker as it contacts an object: the more
posterior an object, the more the whisker will bend (assuming the
attempted whisking amplitude remains the same). Whatever single-
whisker cues were used by our rats, our results indicate that they
enable hyperacuity, as shown by the ALL–ARC–C2 group, and can
be pooled along an arc to additionally increase acuity, as shown by
our ALL–ARC rats.

Relationship between whisking and acuity
During exploration, rats actively move their whiskers back and forth
in a stereotypic manner. The exact behavioral relevance of this be-
havior for sensory encoding is unclear. The mystacial pad, like the
retina or the finger pad, is an example of a spatially distributed de-
tector array. Whiskers are embedded in highly innervated follicle–
sinus complexes (FSCs) (Ebara et al., 2002), and the mechanorecep-
tors that detect vibrissal touch are located longitudinal to the FSC.
Thus, the spatial resolution of a static whisker array is limited by the
inter-vibrissal spacing. To differentiate small spatial offsets, the re-
gion between the whiskers must be scanned by moving the whiskers
through it. The specialized whisking behavior of rats suggests that
whisking is part of a specific encoding strategy. Szwed et al. (2003)
recently showed that trigeminal (TG) neurons can encode variations
in horizontal location in the range of hyperacuity during active
whisking in anesthetized rats, suggesting a role of whisker move-
ments in resolving small positional offsets. Here, we found that
whisking behavior (net power in the whisking range) indeed corre-
lated with performance levels. We also found that rats with lesioned
facial motor nerves could not correctly localize objects along the
horizontal axis. Thus, whisker movements are necessary and bene-
ficiary in a graded manner for horizontal localization.

Both behavioral and neuronal observations suggest that dif-
ferent encoding schemes exist for radial and horizontal object
location. Although horizontal acuity can be improved by moving
the whiskers, this advantage does not apply for the radial dimen-
sion (along the length of the whiskers). In fact, rats performing a
radial discrimination task appear to suppress whisking (Krupa et
al., 2001). Also, single-whisker rats, even those pretrained with
multiple whiskers, cannot make correct radial discriminations
(Krupa et al., 2001), although, as we show here, they can make
accurate horizontal discriminations. These behavioral differ-
ences of object localization are consistent with how the horizon-
tal and radial dimensions are encoded by TG neurons: whereas
the radial coordinate of an object is encoded by the spiking rate of
TG neurons, the horizontal location is best encoded by TG spike
timing (Szwed et al., 2003, 2006).

Implications of whisker trimming for sensory processing
We found that sensory deprivation, through whisker trimming,
could lead to an improvement in horizontal localization acuity.
Whisker trimming is known to exert physiological changes
throughout the trigeminal pathway (Diamond et al., 1993; Kelly
et al., 1999; Polley et al., 1999; Harwell et al., 2005; Zuo et al.,
2005), and behavioral changes (such as localization acuity) could
result from these changes. Alternatively, behavioral changes
could result from the constraints imposed by the new configura-
tion of the whisker array. For instance, removing all but one
whisker may lead to an increase in whisking intensity, because a
single whisker now has to cover a region of space previously
covered by many whiskers. This constraint on whisking behavior
may lead to different, possibly more optimal, motor–sensory
strategies being used during localization. In a previous study on
tactile discrimination of textured surfaces, we found that human
observers improved their performance if instructed to empha-
size, or unknowingly were restricted to, temporal cues (Gamzu
and Ahissar, 2001). Whereas multiple whiskers provide an ani-
mal with both spatial and temporal information, a single whisker
cannot provide spatial information. This, combined with the ob-
servation that rats actively move their whiskers during horizontal
localization, suggests that rats, as humans, may emphasize tem-
poral strategies when spatial information is lacking. We proposed
previously how active movements and temporal encoding could
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facilitate hyperacuity performance (Ahissar and Arieli, 2001).
Here, we show that rats reach vibrissal hyperacuity and that such
performance is associated with active whisker movements in the
absence of multiwhisker (spatial) cues. Although several sensory
cues reliably encode horizontal offsets, it is uncertain at present
which components of the tactile input guide horizontal object
localization during learning or performance.
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